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May the endless and eternal blessing and grace and love of True Parents be with you all. God the Creator
is the Heavenly Parent of humanity and the creator Who created this beautiful earth, heaven and earth.
God Created everything in pairs, plus and minus, animal world and the entire creation that we have seen
and the man and woman to become the first human ancestors and to first human beings the period of
growth and freedom to grow to maturity, unfortunately, sadly the first human ancestors could not become
fruitful ... They fell and engendered the fallen history of continuous conflict, war and division in all areas
of society and we see that today's world is characterized by selfishness.

In particular, today due to the COVID 19 pandemic, many aspect of freedom of communication and
understanding has been lost. superpowers seeking their own agendas ... above benefits of united nations
and meeting greater challenges each day. Humanity's earnest wish today lies in finding hope, where can
we find a nation of hope. the Creator is Parent of humanity and how can the Creator stay idle while
humanity suffers.
As we know, and we need to remember is the essence of the Creator. The Creator is Almighty and
Omnipotent. God created all of heaven and earth for eternity. that is why to human beings God gave a
portion of responsibility. Fallen humanity, humanity which lost its Parents as orphans needs to find
salvation and Heaven has led to the emergency of religions for this. Now the time has come for the

Creator to see the completion of the Providence and for all religions to converge together and we have
come this far. It feels like streams and water ways are all coming together into a tremendous river flowing
into the vast ocean.
Likewise, today fallen humanity is being guided by religion to unite and understand the true essence of
the Creator. This is the purpose religions seek and the way for them to fulfill the purpose of their
existence. God has been seeking, for example, raising the chosen people of Israel and over 4,000 long
Biblical years through the process of indemnity finally this nation reached a national foundation and then
God sent His only begotten son Jesus Christ.

God sent Jesus but the problem that the people in the vicinity of Jesus, Mother Mary or Zachariah's
family, the Jewish people of the time who had waited and yearned for the Messiah but could not
recognize him ... The Messiah alone could not fulfill but only through a man and a woman, so that the
only-begotten Daughter had to appear not only the only-begotten Son and without her, Jesus had to die on
the cross and promise to come again and become the True Parent and Savior to humanity (in a greatest
way)
But because the people could not fulfill their responsibility as key chosen people, tremendous sacrifices
and indemnity had to be paid and heaven without fail must realize the providence so from a long time ago
in the Korean peninsula God raised the people, the Han people who have not once invaded a neighboring
country
At the time of Kojo san? the Han nation covered (large area) and respected Heaven and were called a
righteous people, avoiding war and migrating all the way to the Korean Peninsula. Heaven's Providence
mysteriously has seen Korea never experience a period of continuous peace.

Following World War II division of democratic South and communist North; however, the people of the
Korean peninsula held onto the philosophy/ideology of respecting Heaven and more than any other
nation, the fervor of Christianity was alive, even under oppression of the Japanese nation, shouted
"Monsei" and a representative of the young 16 year-old girl who led the March 1st Independence
Movement.

Heaven worked through this young, innocent girl and accepted her sacrifice. However, Korea could not
fully recognize the essence of Jesus nor of God the Creator. Through the Pentecost and work of the
apostles Korea was officially recognized and the Roman Empire recognized it and was spread throughout
the world (Mother wipes tears) However, when looking at history and the Bible compiled by apostles and
scholars we can see there were many struggles and challenges and various denominations appeared.
Furthermore, the Catholic Church created a humanistic structure and emphasized faith. However, faith
without actions leads to many issues. And Communism emerged from a Christian cultural era. As a result
conscientious Christians, eager for the returning Messiah, the Puritans initiated a new movement and
despite facing tremendous persecutions, they sailed across the Atlantic ocean to the new world, the new
kingdom of heaven to freely worship God and thus began the history of the US of America.
They worshiped God and placed God first, building the church first and then the school for educating the
youth and then built personal homes. Hence, America grew into the modern superpower that we know
today. This Christian spirit was the foundation and Heaven abundantly blessed America ... not for its own
sake but so that America can guide other nations back to God and fulfill this responsibility.
However, at the time when we are celebrating the 400th Anniversary of the founding of US, many
problem have been afflicting America. A few decades ago the threat of Communism was a real threat to
America's Christian fabric and no billionaires could find a solution.
When we think of Korea the small nation of the terrible Korean War, Rev. Moon thought of leading a
movement to restore America's founding spirit. (applause)
At that time, America was suffering from the breakdown of families, youth and other social ills.
America's Christian spirit was under threat and Rev. Moon went as a doctor, a firefighter to extinguish the
decay and brought many righteous people and supporters to gather by his side. Looking at the fact that an
unknown person from Asia was a tremendous testament of America's Christian spirt and youth gathered
by his side at a time when delinquency was gripping America, Rev. Moon spoke about God's true love
and going into the world to share it.
And to 40 nations in 1974 missionaries were sent and even at this moment these missionaries are still
active ... These gallant young men and women were in their twenties and are now in their 70s and 80s
with the dream of the realization to see lasting peace, heaven's world, Heaven Parent's wish as the Parent
and they put their lives on the line still.
The dream of Heavenly Parent is to realize on this earth one family of humanity under True Parents... that
all of humanity become True Parents children of abundance and joy and prosperity. However, all of the
first human ancestors blocked the way for them to freely return to God's Bosom.
That is why True Parents had to emerge so that humanity can be born again and walk the path all the way

back ...
Our earnest sincerest wish is to unite together as one. It is to find the freedom, unity, happiness, joy that
was lost. However, true happiness is not possible when it is human centered or built by humans alone,
only when we invite God the True Owner and Heavenly Parent to dwell with us and True Parents have
opened wide the path.

Once again, it is by attending Heavenly Parents and True Parents that this nation can find true prosperity.
All religions have come to their final destination ... needing to recognize the purpose of their religion or it
will be lost. True Parents proclaimed the foundation Day of CIG firmly established at this time to realize
the Holy Temple where God will dwell that will be completed in 2023.
Whether in the Old or New Testament this was never built. It is only possible through True Parents. Now
the time has come for the religious leaders, who are the guides to the nations and people to engage in
interfaith work. Now that you know the mission and will of Heaven, what are you called to do?
The mission of religious leaders is to bring back humanity that has been orphans for 2,000 years. There is
no reason why we cannot be bold and courageous and march forward.
It is my hope that all of you can join Me and become precious citizens of Heaven and become victorious
Cheon Bo Families.
Today I've dressed in green to symbolize hope. Let us unite in action for unity around the world and
overcome the ignorance of human being destroying this earth.
Superpowers speak of reducing toxic emission, but if we unite under True Parents is the way and the
responsibility of humans to return this earth to how God intended.
Human history tells us that it has been characterized by chauvinism, both women and men preachers but
women preachers have the heart of a mother and can convey God's heart to the children.
This will take place at the lead through the Mother of Peace, the only-begotten Daughter.
It is written in the Bible that those who speak against the Holy Spirit cannot be forgiven. This is truly the
last days and now we must unite as one so that your nation and people can find true salvation and
blessings.
(Applause)

